
ACROSS

  6 Something to drink, not drinking out of cap (4)

7 Fighter's back to the middle, hurt (3)

8 Laid-back character first to oppose man of strict judgments (5)

9 You twice said killer is a poet (7)

11 Suspect couple bound to be uncertain, legally (2,5)

12 Wet creature finds nucleus of fluid in dry feature (3,6)

13 Lean on back of spade in wood (5)

14 Pig for the compost heap? (6)

15 Monsters provided twisted tails (6)

19 Seeds to eat when you are out of liqueur (5)

21 Planes must be so in war, or hit when failing scrutiny, ultimately (9)

23 See 26

24 More than one ridiculous work, it proves irksome (7)

25 Second not the sixth drink (5)

26 Cut in fashion, formal wear a fright (3,7)

27 Last of gravy  in red sauce (4)

DOWN

1 Caged, eating endless insects, a bird (8)

2 Forceful grabbing a round (7)

3,18 Very popular musician has five listeners gathered round piano? See about 

that! (7,7)

4 Grass to throw, only two thirds (6)

5 Artist frames outstanding old chap with shaved head (4,4)

6 Pedestrian pursuit of Members of Parliament under Blair's leadership (5)

8 Instrument's uplifting tune's beginning, no awful note produced (11)

10 Shakespearean character with flash clothing, one in employment as 

empress (5,6)

14 US illustrator, reliable type with some skill (8)

16 Some music died in a little light composition of the ’60s (8)

17 Change around position in higher education (7)

18 See 3

20 Religious work ending in conflict within Biblical land, cut short (6)

22 Shilling in money, nothing for poet (5)

RULES AND REQUESTS

Definitions for all the solutions are normal, but some of 
them require a positive/negative switch (or vice versa) 
before entry in the grid, as indicated in their clue’s 
wordplay.
Deadline for entries is 23:59 GMT on Saturday 3 
September. You need to register once and then sign in to 
theguardian.com to enter our online competition for a 
£100 monthly prize. 
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